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ABSTRACT
Beginning in 2010, implementation of on-board diagnostics
(OBD) is mandatory for all the heavy-duty engine applications
in the United States. The task of developing OBD strategies
and calibrating them is a challenging one. The process involves
a strong interdependency on base engine emissions, controls
and regulations. On top of that the strategies developed as a
result of the regulatory requirements need to go through a
stringent and time-intensive process of software implementation
and integration. The recent increasing demands to minimize
the development process have been pushing the envelope on
the methodologies used in developing the strategies and the
calibration for robust monitoring. The goal of this paper is to
provide a concise overview of a process utilized to help the
development, testing and calibration of the OBD strategies on
a 2010 model year heavy-duty diesel engine. The paper will
focus on the setup of hardware-software-in-the-loop in detail
by describing the components involved in the setup and their
functionalities. The methods used to link the individual
elements to achieve the goal of creating a virtual environment
for OBD strategy development and calibration are described.
The main components of the integrated system presented in
this paper include the following: MATLAB ® Simulink ®
software, an Integrated Calibration and Acquisition System
(INCA® ), an engine control unit (ECU), and a GT-POWER®
engine performance model. Both test data analysis and desktop
engine simulation are included in the paper to validate the
tuning of the GT-POWER® model and the interaction between
the ECU and the GT-POWER ® model through a MATLAB ®
setup. The paper also addresses the development of new OBD
strategies in the MATLAB ® environment. These strategies can
be simulated and verified in a desktop computer through
simulations by running multiple test cycles in order to gather

sufficient information on the robustness of the strategies before
finalizing them. Moreover, the calibration method for the
existing strategies in a desktop directly results in cost savings
due to the reduction of test cell time. Furthermore, the examples
of how a field test run of OBD can be visualized and thoroughly
analyzed on a desktop computer are discussed. These examples
demonstrate the approaches to the reasoning of fault detection
and to calibration refinement. The main goal of this paper is to
provide insights to the engine controls and calibration
community regarding the new methods that can be harnessed
by using well known simulation/analysis and data/signal
processing tools to minimize engine development time and to
improve the effectiveness of the development and calibration
processes.

INTRODUCTION
The demand for shorter development time for the complex
control system designs of modern engines requires using
sophisticated tools. Many development tools have their
predefined cutting-edge features that are designed to aid
product design, analysis, and validation/testing. The
competition in this area in the present market is very stiff, and
there are sophisticated software-hardware integrated systems
available to address the key challenges in today’s automotive
development world. The essence of this paper is exploring a
cost-effective, flexible, and easy-to-handle system that is able
to address some of the real-world challenges faced by engine
development and calibration engineers on a daily basis.
Although some of the features of the system developed in this
paper resemble those of a regular full-scale hardware-in-theloop (HiL) system or any such known integrated systems, the
software-in-the-loop (SiL) feature and the Micro-HiL system/
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approach presented in this paper offer some unique features
that are of most interest to the engineering community of
engine development and calibration.
As outlined in the Abstract of this paper, the need for such a
strategy development and calibration system came from the
development of engine OBD strategies. The OBD monitoring
systems demand a significant analysis and understanding of the
underlined control system to be monitored and its dependency
on the related strategies and controls. A thorough understanding
of an integrated engine system level is essential for designing a
monitoring strategy. The development work for this project
began with MATLAB® Simulink® model development for rerunning engine test cycles on desktop computers with analysis
and optimization. However, without the reaction of the ECU, it
was challenging to produce accurate results in the overall
engine system modeling/analysis. Although the most critical
base control strategies were brought into the Simulink®
environment, the development process was cumbersome and it
was not an effective way to realize the ECU functions. The
integration of the ECU into the MATLAB® Simulink®
environment through MATLAB® add-on in INCA® enabled an
opportunity for a better process of OBD strategy development
in terms of analysis of the calibration results and understanding
the ECU reactions for any given conditions. In order to further
analyze the engine reactions under different ECU commands, a
GT-POWER® engine performance model was integrated into
the MATLAB® environment by using the Simulink® harness.
Such an integration greatly enhanced the quality of the joint
desktop analysis between the engine plant and the ECU in order
to fully explore and realize the functions of the ECU.

An overview of the individual components of the hardwaresoftware-in-the-loop or the Micro-HiL system and their
interfaces and advantages are discussed below, followed
by few examples. Note that the term “Mirco-HiL” refers to
the hardware-software integrated system or approach
discussed in this paper. Moreover, also note that the registered
(superscript ®) software packages discussed in this paper are
listed in the Appendix.

TEST SETUP ENVIRONMENT
In this section a detailed overview of the Micro-HiL system
and its individual components are discussed. This is followed
by a review of the challenges encountered and potential
approaches to address the current and future needs.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As outlined in the Introduction section, the goal of the
project is to develop a software environment to address
several challenges that exist in engine-powertrain control
strategy development and calibration. To accomplish this a
desktop-computer-based integrated system of the ECU and
the engine was designed. The ECU and its software were
obtained from a production level engine configuration. The
engine was represented by an engine performance simulation
model. A closed-loop communication between the ECU and
the engine model was established by several software
packages involved in the loop along with certain data
handling hardware. A brief overview of such a system is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System outlook
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An alternative view of the Micro-HiL system is provided in
Figure 2. The Micro-HiL has several user interfaces. The test
cycle definitions and data feed were handled through
MATLAB® Simulink®, while the ECU-specific calibration
adjustments and data recording were performed in INCA®.
Although most of the manipulation of the actuator feedback
signals was performed in data handling interface, the users
were given an option to execute necessary adjustments through
an actuator interface. The Micro-HiL development was
targeted to first address the multiple operations of similar test
sequence for calibration optimization, then assist the
development of OBD strategies using the MATLAB® platform,
and establish the interface between the engine model and the
ECU in order to obtain the full range of information that is
helpful for designing the strategies and developing the initial
calibration. The following sections briefly outline the major
modules of the Micro-HiL system.
Figure 3 shows the major modules and the communication
interfaces of the Micro-HiL system. Choosing the appropriate
interfaces between the modules to meet the desired
communication rates was the first step of developing the
Micro-HiL system. The INCA® software with ETAS® devices
such as the ES690® or ES 1000® were used to control and
communicate with the ECU. A MATLAB® add-on in INCA®
was installed to establish the interface between the data source
and the ECU. All the time synchronous sensor signals of the
test data were exchanged with the ECU through a map editing
function of the INCA® software. Due to computational issues
not all the 18 sensor signals were exchanged at the same update
rate. A priority mask logic built in Simulink® was used to

allocate the respective update rates ranging from 0.1 second to
11 seconds for each sensor, based on the type of activity and
the desired accuracy. For example, the Lambda and fuel
pressure sensors were updated every 0.1 second, while the oil
and coolant temperature sensors were updated every 11
seconds. The update rates were chosen based on the sensors
response rates, the transient nature of the test cycle, and the
desired outputs. Although the 11-second data update is slow, it
is important to note that the Micro-HiL system runs at 10 Hz
clock rate, where few signals will be updated at lower
frequencies with data interpolation in between.
As for the speed synchronous data update such as engine
speed, both the crank and cam patterns were generated using
dSPACE® MicroAutoBox®. The accelerator pedal position
was also updated through MicroAutoBox® to meet the desired
response rates. The engine speed and pedal command from the
data source in MATLAB® were transmitted to MicroAutoBox®
using the CAN interface from vector®. The logic in
MicroAutoBox® split the engine speed information into crank
and cam signal patterns (voltage), and converts the pedal
position (%) to a voltage signal (0-5V). These outputs from
MicroAutoBox® were hardwired to connect to the
corresponding ECU pins.
The mean-value engine model in GT-POWER® was linked to
Simulink® by using the GT-Suite® library to integrate the “.
dat” file into the Micro-HiL system. The model was run at 10
Hz clock rate, which was the same rate for the data source/test
file execution in MATLAB®. Since the ECU run at higher
clock rates and several signals were handled through the speed

Figure 2. Micro-HiL module outline
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MODULE INTERFACES

Figure 3. Module interfaces
synchronous updates, it was essential to segregate the two
environments by using a fixed 10 Hz clock rate for the data
sieved from the ECU. This could help running the software
environment modules (such as MATLAB® and INCA®) and
the hardware environment (such as the ECU) together. The
data source for the test definition (with MS Excel®) and the

data recording in MATLAB® and INCA® were all executed at
1 Hz rate for the ease of data handling. The data execution rate
was cranked up to 10 Hz once they were in the Micro-HiL
system. The mean-value engine model was developed from a
calibrated, full-scale engine performance model, and its details
are discussed in the next section.

ENGINE MODEL

Figure 4. Engine model -MATLAB® interface
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Figure 4 shows the setup of the GT-POWER® engine model
and its Simulink® workspace interface. The GT-Suite®
Simulink library was used to integrate the “.dat” file of the
mean-value engine model with necessary input and output
communication harnesses. The full-scale engine model was
first calibrated (tuned) to satisfy the desired simulation
accuracy of engine performance parameters in steady-state
operations. As shown in Figure 5, the model tuning was mainly
focused in the engine speed-load areas where the diesel engine
operates during the HDDTC driving cycle. Since the primary
focus of the engine modeling in this paper is limited to
demonstrating the setup in the Micro-HiL communication with
the ECU, the engine model was tuned to agree with engine test
data within 5% of accuracy in certain engine performance
parameters. The simulation data in the very low load and very
low speed area were less accurate than the data in the higher
speed-load regions. The tuned full-scale engine model was
then converted into a mean-value model that retained a similar
modeling accuracy as of full-scale model in the steady-state
operations representing the HDDTC zone in the engine speedload domain. However the accuracy of the transient response
of the model was not evaluated since it was not critical for the
initial validation of the Micro-HiL system. An example of the
communication and quality of test data for the engine model is
discussed in a later section of the TEST SETUP ANALYSIS.

CALIBRATION AND MEASUREMENT
SETUP

The Integrated Calibration and Acquisition (INCA®) software
from ETAS was used as an interface tool for the calibration
and data acquisition along with a compatible ECU. The use of
INCA® in the Micro-HiL system is described in Figure 6.

As described in Figure 6, the INCA® environment consists of
several modules, namely the INCA® software itself, Matlabadd-on, ETAS Hardware interface and INCA® Experiment.
These modules jointly together create a platform for the
communication between the ECU and the MATLAB®
environment. The main goal of the Micro-HiL system is to
establish a robust communication protocol between the ECU
and MATLAB® with calibration access. The Matlab-add-on is
helpful to address the calibration access to the chosen variables
in the INCA® Experiment. The ES 1000® or ES690® hardware
devices from ETAS were used to establish the communication
to the ECU for calibration and measurement access.

ENGINE CONTROL UNIT (ECU)
SETUP

Figure 7 outlines the electrical circuit around the ECU. This
layout only represents the ECU specific subsystem layout
describing the powering circuit and the associated actuators.
While building the hardware portion of the system the main
objective was to minimize the number of the actuators
and sensors that should be physically connected to the
ECU. However, all the actuator device drivers in the ECU
were not compatible for the software-based emulation. The
diagnostics of several actuators were desensitized in order to
avoid a secondary influence on the ECU operation, while a
few were simply turned off. An open ECU was used for
system validation. However, the test setup was configured to
operate on a closed ECU with CAN enabled communication
protocols.

Figure 5. Engine model calibration overview
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Figure 6. INCA® software and hardware setup (courtesy of ETAS, Inc.)

Figure 7. ECU setup
Although some of the complex actuators were connected to the
ECU directly in order to avoid the diagnostic issues, the
actuator commands from the ECU were gathered in INCA®
and transmitted to the engine model through a MATLAB®
interface. This enabled a closed-loop interaction between the
ECU and the engine model.

MATLAB USER INTERFACE

Figure 8 shows the interface used to interact with the components
in the Micro-HiL system. A graphical user interface (GUI) was
created for data supply, validation, calibration, and strategy
development. The GUI was designed to have several options/

features for example; data loading, data validation, truncation of
data lengths, selecting the number of cycles to run, and selecting
the type of activities, such as re-run, calibration, and strategy
development. The GUI is associated with the ECU’s variable
naming convention. The data received from the test cell or the
vehicle is first post-processed to fit the signal naming conventions
of the Micro-HiL system. This step is necessary in order to
further establish an error-free communication with the ECU and
the engine model. The GUI also offers options for data recording
triggers, where the user can load the experiment with the
variables of interest for the chosen activity and use the GUI to
handle the cycles and manage the data recording.
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Figure 8. User interface and the associated setup details

As shown in Figure 8, the MATLAB® environment consisting
of the engine model and the representative data of choice
to execute a test cycle is operated with a time-synchronous
10Hz clock rate. Since the ECU works with 10 and 100 Hz
time synchronous clocks and segment synchronous clock, a
communication data sieve was established between the two

working environments. The Micro-HiL system design was
not targeted for the real-time functionality that has updates
of every crank-angle degree. Instead a time synchronous
communication protocol was implemented with a primary
focus on the ECU and engine model reaction study to help the
development and calibration activities.

Figure 9. Strategy development environment
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As shown in Figure 9, the access to the communication
between the engine model and the ECU allows a greater
opportunity for engine controls and OBD strategy development.

TEST SETUP ANALYSIS
This section outlines the functionality and the validation of
the Micro-HiL system. Beginning with a discussion on the
data exchange parity between the test cell and the Micro-HiL
working environment. A few examples of the Micro-HiL
applications for calibration and development activities are
discussed in the following.

TEST SETUP VALIDATION

The first step towards validating the proposed Micro-HiL
system is to check the accuracy of the signals that are fed into
the ECU by using the GUI as shown in Figure 10. A heavyduty diesel engine transient cycle (HDDTC) was used for this
validation. The data recorded from the test cell were transferred
into the Micro-HiL system and the responses from the ECU
were compared to the original data from the test cell in order to
verify the accuracy of the communication interfaces.

Figures 11 and 12 show a comparison of the two most
critical input signals that are required for any engine ECU
functionality such as engine speed and accelerator pedal
position. As described in the legends, the two signal sources
compared are from the Micro-HiL system and the test cell.
The ECU responses in the Micro-HiL system were compared
against the ECU source data obtained from the test cell, and a
mean deviation of the two data sets was calculated for
validation. The mean deviation of the engine speed for most
of the HDDTC operation was within 5%. However, greater
deviations up to 10% were observed during the transitions to
coasting and acceleration. The greater deviation was due to a
higher number of crank-angle updates in the segment
synchronous ECU per unit of time in data update from the
time synchronous Micro-HiL. The rate of change of the
engine speed during accelerations was interpolated in relation
to the segment synchronous ECU, and this resulted in the
greater deviations. The loss of accuracy did not impact the
Micro-HiL system’s initial design for the purpose of OBD
strategy development and calibration. The mean deviation at
engine idle was zero due to the fact that the Micro-HiL
system’s ECU speed and the source speed were mapped to

Figure 10. Communication wizard
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be the same. The current design of the Micro-HiL system
did not include engine FMEP to support the parasitic loss
compensation for the idle governor in the ECU. The pedal
position in the unit of % (percentage) read from the data
source was converted to a CAN message before it was sent to
the ECU in volt. The chain of data conversion was promoting
the loss of accuracy, in addition to the differences in the data
update clock rates between the Micro-HiL system and the
ECU in the test cell. The mean deviation for the accelerator
pedal position was within 5-10% in most areas, while during
accelerations deviations greater than 20% were observed for
a short duration as a result of the higher rate of change. It
is also worth noting that the statistical analysis and data
quality comparison for most signals were conducted using
1 Hz data, which also increases the inaccuracies of the
high-speed signals.

Figure 13 shows the two most important signals to determine
the engine control behavior, namely the lambda value and
the rail pressure. Although the data update in the Micro-HiL
system was at a 10 Hz rate, the data source read for individual
sensor signals were selected using a smart logic. The signals
shown in Figure 13 are all read and updated at 10 Hz interval.
The accuracy of these sensor signals was in the range of
5-10% in most areas as a result of the update rate differences
between the Micro-HiL system and the ECU. Figure 14 shows
three signals that were read at three different rates but updated
at a 10 Hz rate. The logic of different read-rates was userdefined in order to meet the test case requirement. The loss of
accuracy for the sensors with longer data retrieving periods
was not higher than 10% over the test cycle since only the
sensors having slow response and slow rate of change were
chosen, such as engine coolant temperature, oil temperature,
environmental (ambient) temperature, and ambient pressure.

Figure 11. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for engine speed (a portion of HDDTC)

Figure 12. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for pedal position (a portion of HDDTC)
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Figure 13. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for the lambda value and rail pressure (a portion of HDDTC)

Figure 14. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for three different data retrieving sensors signals (a portion of HDDTC)
The feedback result of engine speed and pedal position (driver
demand) is the fuel command from the ECU. The feedback
process takes into account not only the engine speed and the
pedal position, but also the accuracy and the value of all
the sensor and actuator signals. Therefore, the fuel command is
the most valuable signal for system validation. Figure 15 shows
the comparison of the fuel injection quantity calculated by the
ECU in the Micro-HiL system and by the ECU in the test cell.
The mean deviation of the injection quantity was within 5-10%
in most areas except during accelerations and in the zone of
highly transient conditions. Considering the deviations
observed for several critical signals such as engine speed and

pedal position in these areas, the mean deviation of the injection
quantity was in agreement with other signals and it was the
result of the input variations. The correlation also proved
that the torque structure behavior between the test cell and the
Micro-HiL system was identical. The mean deviation at engine
idle was not calculated since it did not add value for the
discussion, and it was kept at zero in graphical representations.
Due to the lack of engine FMEP model that represents the
parasitic losses, the fuel injection command for the idle
governor by the Micro-HiL system’s ECU was very low since
the engine speed was mapped to be the speed at the idle set
point.
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Figure 15. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for fuel injection quantity (a portion of HDDTC)
Figure 16 shows the comparison of the engine air flow rate,
and Figure 17 shows the comparison of the EGR valve position
between the Micro-HiL system and the test cell. The prediction
of the engine air system model on air mass flow rate is a
complex function of the value and the accuracy of engine
speed, fuel injection rate, thermodynamic boundary conditions,
EGR valve position and its associated controls. The mean
deviation of the predicted air mass flow rate for most of the
HDDTC operation was within 10-15% except during the fast
acceleration areas. Similarly, the EGR actuator position is a
function of the lambda value, air mass flow rate and
thermodynamic boundary conditions. Considering the large
number of influential factors and the complex relationship, the
accuracy within 15% for the actuator position was accepted for
functional evaluations at this stage.

As previously shown in Figure 10, the engine speed, driver
demand, thermodynamic boundary conditions (ambient
conditions), and sensor data (optional) were sent to the ECU.
The ECU reactions such as the commanded fuel injection rate
and the actuator positions were received into the software loop
with user interface logic. The ECU commands were then sent
to the engine model, and the outputs from the engine model
(e.g., torque, boost pressure) were logged in the data handler. As
shown in Figure 18, the responses from the engine model were
compared to the source data from the test cell in order to evaluate
the engine model in terms of signal flow and loss of accuracy.
The accuracies of engine speed and fuel injection quantity were
within 5-12% throughout the HDDTC cycle, this was consistent
with the previously discussed validation between the ECU and
the test cell, indicating no significant loss of signal quality when

Figure 16. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for the calculated engine air mass flow rate (a portion of HDDTC)
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Figure 17. Micro-HiL vs. test cell comparison for EGR valve actuator position (HDDTC)

Figure 18. Test cell data and ECU-Engine model communication in the Micro-HiL system (a portion of HDDTC)
the data were exchanged through the user interface and the
engine model. The comparison of the test cell engine torque and
the torque given by the engine model showed greater deviations
(greater than 20%) in several operating areas in the engine

speed-load domain without much loss in the transient response.
The loss of accuracy in the torque matching between the test cell
data and the engine model response was attributed to the quality
of the input signals such as engine speed and injection quantity,
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as well as the engine model calibration. The loss of accuracy in
the boost pressure response from the engine model was attributed
to the same reasons. As mentioned previously, the main focus in
the first phase of the Micro-HiL development was placed on
executing the setup, the methodology of the system integration,
its components, and the communication validation, rather than
the accuracy of the responses. Upon completion of the statistical
and functional analysis of the sensors, actuators, and the model
responses of the Micro-HiL system, the setup was validated. A
few examples are discussed in the following sections to illustrate
the role of the Micro-HiL system in supporting the activities of
engine OBD development and calibration.

OBD STRATEGY CALIBRATION

An example of OBD monitor calibration for low boost issues
is discussed in this section to outline the use of the Micro-HiL
system in calibration. The OBD regulation requires the ECU to
detect a failing component/sensor before the emissions exceed
the OBD threshold in transient or steady-state emission testing
cycles such as HDDTC or RMC. The process of detecting a
failing component/sensor can be broken down into four steps
as follows. The first step involves the development of an OBD
strategy. The second step is to establish a failing component/
sensor that causes the emissions to exceed the OBD threshold.
The third step, which is the most time-consuming, is the
calibration of the OBD strategy in order to detect the failing
component. The final step is the validation in the field. One of
the major advantages of the Micro-HiL system setup described
above is that the third step can be greatly enhanced in terms of

both raising the quality of the calibration and reducing the
calibration time. Once the threshold values are established in
the test cell environment, the OBD calibration work needs to
follow with more iterative testing for the development and
optimization of the look-up tables. Using the Micro-HiL
system this calibration task can be performed on desktop
computers. In addition to fault testing, false positive detection
and calibration robustness development can also be performed
on the Micro-HiL system under different environmental
conditions in order to minimize test cell time. Figure 19 shows
the component data of the low boost threshold collected from
the test cell. This was later used to develop the look-up tables
with the threshold values and debounce time for fault detection
with the Micro-HiL system through iterative testing.
Figure 20 shows an example of the interaction between the
ECU and the engine model in the Micro-HiL system for boost
pressure control at two different altitudes. The interaction
between the ECU and the engine model in the Micro-HiL
system offers the user access to modify several boundary
conditions. The trends of the ECU and engine responses to the
variation of the altitude for boost pressure control is presented
in this example. At high altitudes the ECU commands to
control low intake manifold boost pressures, this information
helps in developing the most suitable altitude corrections in
the 2-D lookup tables in the OBD strategy for calibration
extrapolation. Based upon these details it is also possible to
define a robust monitoring range and the boundary conditions
in terms of altitude level and ambient temperature.

Figure 19. Low boost detection threshold calibration with the Micro-HiL system (a portion of HDDTC)
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Figure 20. ECU and engine model interaction for boost pressure control at different altitudes in Micro-HiL (a portion of HDDTC)

DATA EXTRAPOLATION

In most engine development activities durability and reliability
testing of the engine in the vehicle is a common practice. The
common challenge in this time intensive task is to evaluate
diagnostic faults and data collection for analyzing the calibration
and component durability. The Micro-HiL system can be helpful
on this aspect especially in addressing how data collection can
be made simpler. The process of data collection from vehicle
fleet tests involves recording multiple sensor, actuator and ECU
internal signals on several different data loggers. As the need for
more signals grows, so does the complexity of handling the data
for the tests that run for several hours and even days in the field.
The Micro-HiL system offers a data extraction platform from
the ECU, as discussed in the previous sections. Engine speed,
Accelerator pedal position, and a few critical sensors data are
sufficient to get the Micro-HiL system to function. The short list
of the signals needed keeps the data logging process simple and
easy to handle. The data collected in the field can be replayed
later in the Micro-HiL system in order to obtain all the missing
information as needed, such as several measurements inside the
ECU that are required for strategy analysis. Figure 21 shows
how such a setup is realized.

With the current design there are several challenges involved
in this activity. One of them is the extraction of the integrated
signals, such as engine run time, fuel consumption, and DPF
soot load, which are stored in and retrieved from EEPROM on
a needed basis. More research on the extraction of the
EEPROM data will be conducted in the future phases of the
Mciro-HiL system.

NEW DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES

In the following sections several new applications that have
been explored during the course of the Micro-HiL development
will be discussed.

Strategy Development
As presented in the description of the test setup, supporting
strategy development is one of the key advantages of the MicroHiL system. Strategy development is an iterative process
between software development and testing on the engine ECU.
A typical strategy development process with conventional
methods needs more time and resource to execute. Since the
Micro-HiL system offers a communication between the ECU

Figure 21. Data extraction in the Micro-HiL system
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and the engine model, it can play a crucial role as an advanced
development approach in strategy development. An example of
the methodology of monitoring specific debounce time is
outlined in this section.
The development of timers or counters that run as a function
of boundary conditions and monitoring conditions (debounce
counter) for decision making is a critical step in designing an
engine diagnostic strategy. With the lack of information
during strategy development it is challenging to decide upon
the type of debounce technique that is necessary for a specific
monitor. However, with the Micro-HiL system that offers an
understanding of the ECU and engine model reactions during
strategy development, it is possible to achieve a robust
boundary/design for decision making including the type of
debounce technique. As shown in Figures 22 and 23 the
simulation of continuous and discrete counters for the
HDDTC test and an air path monitor was developed with the
Micro-HiL system before the strategy was integrated into the
ECU. The testing indicates that the continuous counters show
a clear difference between the defect and “OK” components,
while the discrete counters do not show such a difference. A
sensitive air path monitoring requiring a robust counter that
demands a longer duration of active fault was achieved by
using the Micro-HiL. In addition to being able to simulate
and test the type of counters, the Micro-HiL system/approach
also offers advantages of testing different driving cycles in
order to generate the statistics for ensuring the robustness
of the strategy as well as for identifying logic faults and
fixing them before the expensive step of ECU software code
integration.

Model-Based OBD Monitor Development
With the growing complexities of engine hardware and
software controls to meet the stringent emissions regulations,
OBD is facing monumental tasks of monitoring the complex
devices and strategies in diesel engines. A demanding OBD
strategy is more dependent upon reference models to address
the decision making process where the “bad” and “good”
components need to be distinguished in order to meet both the
regulatory requirements and the manufacturer’s engineering
needs. These reference models may stretch anywhere from
simple calculations to complex numerical thermodynamic
models. Developing these models and validating them have
become a monumental task with conventional development
techniques. The Micro-HiL approach addresses several of
these challenges through enabling the operation of multiple
test cycles and ECU-engine interaction/reaction analysis under
various boundary conditions. An example of diesel oxidation
catalyst (DOC) exothermic model development consists of
many complex thermodynamic equations, engine controls
lookup tables, curves and constants which are designed to
deliver desired output is discussed in this section.
As shown in Figure 24, representative data of diesel particulate
filter (DPF) regeneration on the HDDTC cycle in the test cell
was used for model development and tuning. The predictions
of the gas temperatures given by the model at a stable operating
mode were within 5-10% when compared to the actual test
data. During the decrease of fuel dosing quantity the model
temperature prediction gave a faster dropping rate than the
actual test data due to the lack of thermal inertia in the model.
This issue was identified prior to the ECU software integration.

Figure 22. Micro-HiL simulation of the debounce technique for a continuous counter
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Figure 23. Micro-HiL simulation of the debounce technique for a discrete counter

Figure 24. Development of DOC exothermic model using Micro-HiL (DPF regeneration on HDDTC]
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Figure 25 shows the model predictions with a thermal inertia
coefficient implemented in the model. The improved strategy
indicates the model predictions are even more stable during
the transient fuel dosing, being more representative of the
actual thermal inertia behavior. As shown in Figure 25, the
data from a poor performing DOC during a DPF regeneration
in the HDDTC was used to obtain the model reactions. In this
case the predictions of the exhaust gas temperatures given by
the model are observed to be higher than the actual test data,
this data was further used to develop OBD fault algorithm to
detect the poor performing DOC.

OBD Fault Simulation
The Micro-HiL system works satisfactorily with respect to
replaying the reference test data collected from the test cell.
There are two approaches to how the Micro-HiL system can
work. One approach is to replay the data by using the sensor
signal, engine speed and pedal position. The other approach is
to use the data source to define the engine speed and driver
demand (i.e., pedal position) and use the sensor signals that are
derived from the engine model. The main focus of the first
approach is to address calibration optimization and strategy
analysis. In the second approach, the actuator positions and
fuel injection quantity from the ECU are exchanged mutually.
In both approaches the sensor and actuator signals flow
through the software loop, giving an opportunity for signal
manipulation. Figures 26 and 27 show the signal manipulations

of an oxygen sensor reading in order to demonstrate a slow
responding sensor. These data were used to calibrate the OBD
strategy for fault detection in this example.

ECU Strategy Validation
As discussed in the previous sections, most of the discussions
to evaluate the Micro-HiL system/approach are primarily
focused on OBD strategy development, calibration, and
optimization. However, the Micro-HiL application can be
extended to any activity that involves an engine controls
development and optimization process; for example ECU
software and calibration debugging. The process of
understanding the interactions between the ECU software
modules and the built-in strategies is complex and time
consuming. In the majority of engine development activities it
is challenging to comprehend the interactions of control
algorithms, their interdependency and robustness, as well as
the drawbacks of controls calibration. The Micro-HiL system/
approach offers unique capabilities and advantages in the areas
of controlling the repeatability of test cycles, customizing test
protocols, altering test boundary conditions, and minimizing
data handling efforts. These may help develop a structured
approach to address the challenges in engine strategy and
calibration development. In the end, several major challenges
that can be addressed effectively by the Micro-HiL system/
approach are listed below:

Figure 25. Development of DOC exothermic model to detect malfunctioning catalyst (a portion of HDDTC)
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Figure 26. Slow response fault simulation of O2 sensor in Micro-HiL

Figure 27. Sensor signal manipulation in Micro-HiL
1. Fault reaction study: the calibration of inhibition tables to
avoid multiple faults for a single component failure. The
Micro-HiL approach offers fault simulations and a better
calibration opportunity to address this issue.
2. The calibration verification of ambient corrections for
any software module. The meshes of constants, switches,
tables, and curves demand iterative calibration. The
influence of these corrections on the final command values
from a control strategy can be studied with the Micro-HiL
approach through controlled and repeatable simulations.
3. Controller tuning; the Micro-HiL approach offers an
interactive environment of desktop engine model-ECU,

which may help calibrating the pre-controller values,
the closed-loop controller gain settings, and the window
functions suitable for the desired reaction rates. However,
due to the loss of accuracy in the communication between
the software loop and the ECU, fine tuning of the
controller settings may still be needed on a real engine.
4. The calibration of ECU software models. ECU strategies
are related to several reference models such as the
performance models of the engine air system and exhaust
components. Calibration of these models can be conducted
with desktop simulations provided the engine model offers
acceptable accuracy via model validations.
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The Micro-HiL system/approach can be used to address the
above critical challenges in the engine controls development
and calibration areas with its capabilities of running transient
and steady-state operations while providing access to the ECU
via an interface of engine model-ECU communications.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The Micro-HiL system/approach discussed in this paper is
the first phase of a project to evaluate the concept of integrated
software-and hardware-in-the-loop systems developed
through an integration of an engine performance model, the
test data source, and the ECU. Beginning with the system
integration and the validation of the setup of the Micro-HiL
system/approach, several engine application examples are
followed to illustrate how the Micro-HiL system/approach
can be applied to address the needs of engine controls/OBD
development and calibration. The first phase of the MicroHiL development is summarized to include the following
important aspects:
• The concept of the Micro-HiL to address the challenges
through establishing the software interfaces between the
ECU, the engine model, and the data source
• A controlled and repeatable test data re-run capability on
the desktop for calibration optimization
• Test cycle execution with varied thermodynamic
boundary conditions to optimize the climate correction
factors
• Strategy development and its initial calibration
• Data extrapolation
• Sensor fault simulations
The following items are identified as the deficiencies in the
current Micro-HiL setup, and they will be addressed in the
second phase of the Micro-HiL development:
• Improve the time synchronous data update rates in the
software loop of the Micro HiL system to 100 Hz by using
parallel computing
• Replace the crank and cam signal generators with more
cost-effective simulators
• Improve or replace the desktop-to-CAN interface logic for
faster data update rates
• Improve the data read rates from the MS-Excel® files
• Address the EEPROM mapping between the test cell and
the Micro-HiL system
• Extend the Micro-HiL engine model to exhaust
aftertreatment components to address regeneration and
component management
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DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS
BMEP
Brake mean effective pressure
BSFC

Brake specific fuel consumption
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CAN
DAC
DPF
DOC
ECU

Control area network
Digital to analog signal converter
Diesel particulate filter
Diesel oxidation catalyst
Engine control unit

EEPROM
Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory
ES690®
A data acquisition device from ETAS
ES 1000®
A data acquisition device from ETAS
FMEP
FTP
GUI
GT®

Friction mean effective pressure
Federal Test Procedure
Graphical user interface
Gamma Technologies

HDDTC
Heavy-duty diesel transient cycle

HiL

Hardware-in-the-loop

INCA®
Integrated Calibration and Acquisition System
norm
NVH
OBD
O2
PC
RMC
V

Normalized
Noise, vibration, and harshness
On-board diagnostics
Oxygen
Personal computer
Ramped mode cycle
Volt
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APPENDIX
MATLAB® is a registered trademark of Math Works.
Simulink® is a registered trademark of MathWorks.
GT-POWER®
Technologies.

is

a

registered

trademark

of

Gamma

GT-Suite® is a registered trademark of Gamma Technologies.
MicroAutoBox® is a registered trademark of dSPACE.
INCA® is a registered trademark of ETAS, Inc.
Excel® is a registered trademark of Microsoft.
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